
THE TASTING PANEL
Don’t be afraid of the haze, and think past the IPAs.

Gipsy Hill Bogan
Bogan started life as a collab with New Zealand brewery Three Boys, so includes 
two Kiwi hops in Nelson Sauvin and Galaxy, which dominate the aroma. There’s 
lots of overripe mango, but also some gentle acidity from the Nelson and a riotous 
west coast-vibe from the Galaxy. The gorgeous aroma is backed by ultra-soft, fleshy 
flavours delivered by the hazy body that has been given an extra smooth quality from 
the addition of homemade oat milk.

Chorlton Rakau Sour Lager
It seems Kiwi hops are in vogue at the moment, and it’s easy to understand why with 
hops like rakau. The aroma of this hop is often described as “the whole orchard”, 
with notes of apple, fig, apricot and a little pine leafiness.  It’s lightly acidic aroma 
profile is perfect with this lightly soured hazy lager.

Buxton Myrcia
The most common issues with Session IPAs is that they can be thin on the tongue 
and overly bitter on the finish. Billed as an Oatmeal Hopburst Session IPA, Buxton 
have fixed those problems with a dose of oatmeal and wheat, and a special dry-
hopping method to get maximum aroma and minimum perceived bitterness. It still 
has a bite, but it’s rounded out by the creamy mouthfeel and mountains of peach, 
lemon zest and grapefruit.

Hopf Helleweisse
Whenever anyone moans about hazy beer being a trend, I bring up the weissbier. If the 
Germans, with their centuries-old Reinheitsgebot and crystal clear lager obsession, 
are fine with hazy beer then we should be too. Hopf is a small Bavarian brewery 
that makes a slightly unusual weissbier – still hazy as hell and loaded with banana, 
clove and sweet bubblegum, it’s brewed to be a little lighter and more lemony with a 
cleaner, hoppier finish than the more traditional varieties.
 
Siren Sedimental
This is the kind of IPA that got the craft beer world talking about haze. In the glass 
it looks like orange juice, and on the nose it has a similar vibe thanks to the heavy 
doses of Amarillo, Galaxy and Citra, which have been used to dry hop not once, not 
twice, but three times. The pithy orange is balanced by softer mango and peach from 
their house Vermont yeast to make for a very smooth, breakfast-juice-like beer.
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Kernel Centennial IPA
Kernel don’t do fads or phases, they just do whatever tastes best. They were brewing 
hazy IPAs long before it was cool because they’ve never seen the benefit of fining or 
filtering, and most of the time they’re right. This single-hopper is made with Centennial, 
which is often referred to as super cascade so expect plenty of grapefruit, spice and 
a softer floral quality. On the palate you’ll get some savoury grassiness and  dry 
cracker too.

Northern Monk Helvellyn (Patron’s Project 5.02)
Part of Northern Monk’s collaboration and art project, Helvellyn is designed to be a 
crushable IPA, preferably enjoyed with a view like the one on the can. It’s made with 
three relatively new varieties of hop – Huell Melon, Dinali and Equinox, which jointly 
add soft melon, dried pineapple and some ripe tropical notes. On the palate it’s light 
as a cloud and low in bitterness to make for a lemon barley kind of note that’s as 
drinkable as squash.

St Bernardus Wit
Wit isn’t the world’s most fashionable style, but damn it can be tasty. It looks a lot like 
a weissbier, if a little paler, but there are lots of differences. The yeast profile is more 
spicy and lemony than banana-like, the body is much zippier thanks to the unmalted 
wheat, and the coriander and orange peel give it a pithy, summery feel. St Bernardus 
are more famous for their incredible Abbey-style beers, but this wit is probably the 
best in Belgium.

Pressure Drop Ashinaga Tenaga
OK, brace yourself because this is a strange one. In keeping with their love of 
eperimenting with adjuncts in weissbiers, this time Pressure Drop have made a coffee 
version using Mahonda beans from Square Mile Coffee Roasters. Rather than the 
dark, roasty flavours you’d get in a porter, this beer teases out the fruity side of the 
coffee to produce aromas of plum and ground coffee, on top of gentle orange and 
banana notes. 

Wiper & True Kaleidoscope
This underrated Bristol brewery only has a few different styles of beer in their core 
range, but each one evolves with every single batch. Kaleidoscope uses a rotational 
mix of three hops to create a subtlely unique beer each time. This is batch 31, which 
is made with Columbus, Ahtanum and Amarillo to add lots of bitterness and notes of 
juicy orange and sweet spice. It’s left unfiltered to a create maximum body and hop 
flavour. 
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